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Every Grain Grower Should Have One !

MARSEILLES TUBULAR STEEL
PORTABLE
GRAIN
ELEVATOR

7+
Handle» all hind» 
Of Small Crain 
Satisfactorily

The Only 
Tubular Steel 
Elevator

Capacity of 15 to 20 Bushels per minute
////

Horae Power <fulfil with Switrl 
Flexible IHwharge Spout

Profits Increased—Labor Saved
Unloading grain by hand is about the hardest work that a grain grower can experience, using a portable elevator will do 

away with this hard slow work and without any loss of grain, twenty to thirty minutes' time can be savçd. in handling each 
load, thus enabling the owner to have all his grain handled as required, without suffering any loss due to the scarcity of farm 
labor A Portable Grain Elevator is a guarantee to every farmer who owns one that his grain will be handled quickly and in 
the cheapest manner possible.

Why you should Own the Marseilles Portable Steel Grain Elevator
It is the newest, the simplest and most practical grain elevator in existence. Like every other "John Deere'' çrodiroduct it

'levator leg is constructed of 3-16 inch well casing 8Vi inches in diameter, conveyor chain runs 
through this casing and is fitted with round flights which carry the grain. These flights are fitted accurately to the casing, 
cairying the grain to the elevator head, smoothly and without grinding or unnecessary friction.

mp
is the "leader" in its line. Hi

Horse or Engine Power
Marseilles Portable Steel Elevator can be operated by our No. 265 Two-horse Hercules Triple Geared horse power 

or gasoline engine. When operated by engine power our No. 724 engine attachment can be supplied with the necessary con
nections to be used with the horse power outfit

Adjustable Feed
This elevator is equipped with adjustable feed which is a very valuable feature when operating with a small engine, the 

quantity of grain elevated can conform with the power of the engine and whatever quantity desired can be elevated

Easily Handled
By merely turning a hand crank the elevator can be quickly lowered to horizontal position for transportation purposes

Stocked in Two Sizes
No. 759 is equipped with a 23 foot Tube No. 760 same as No. 759 but with a 28 foot Tube

No. 724 Engine Attachment for Horse Power Outfit No 255 Two Horse Hercules Triple Geared 
Power with 1 14-foot Large Tumbling Rod, 1 Large Coupling, 1 Block Rest and Compound Coupling.

Write lor Special Booklet giving Full Detail»
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